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BACKGROUND  
We are pleased to announce the 16th Workshop on European Financial Reporting, which will be hosted 
by the University of Glasgow (Adam Smith Business School), Scotland, UK, on 2nd and 3rd September 
2021. In continuation of the workshop´s tradition, the 2021 Workshop will offer parallel sessions that 
give sufficient room to present and discuss academic research papers. In addition, there will be plenary 
sessions in which keynote speakers from practice and regulatory or standard setting bodies inform on 
practical implications of current developments in accounting and financial reporting within Europe. 
 
Whilst we were all hoping to meet our colleagues at the University of Glasgow for our usual "in-person" 
workshop, unfortunately, the continuing challenges resulting from COVID-19 do not allow us to make 
such plans. This will be the first ever virtual workshop. 
 
TARGET AUDIENCE  
The workshop offers an opportunity and venue for the meeting of academics and practitioners that are 
interested in recent developments and research projects regarding financial reporting in Europe, its 
regulation and harmonisation, and its process of change due to international developments. Young 
academics are especially invited to participate and profit from the fruitful atmosphere of the EUFIN 
workshops. Topics of the papers may include, but are not restricted to, current accounting, governance 
and accountability issues with regard of the EU or particular Member States, economic and regulatory 
issues of international financial reporting and standard setting, auditing and enforcement. 
 
 
CALL FOR PAPERS  
Papers are invited on any aspect of financial accounting and corporate reporting in Europe. Practice and 
policy-oriented research papers are particularly welcome. Papers written in English should be submitted 
electronically no later than 28 May 2021. Please use the following e-mail address for paper submission:  
eufin2021@gla.ac.uk 
 
 
Papers will be subject to a blind review process.  
 
Authors will be notified of acceptance by 30th June 2021. 
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ACCOUNTING IN EUROPE FAST TRACK  
High quality papers accepted for the workshop may be submitted to EAA’s journal Accounting in 
Europe for a fast-track review. 
 
Accounting in Europe aims to contribute to policy debate by publishing high quality articles that provide 
new insights for research, practice, policy and regulation in all areas of accounting. The journal 
welcomes papers from a wide range of paradigms and research methods which are targeted towards its 
mixed academic and practitioner readership and which enhance the understanding or the development 
of accounting and auditing either in Europe or for Europe from a global perspective. 
 
INFORMATION  
Information about EUFIN 2021: https://www.gla.ac.uk/schools/business/events/eufin2021/ 
Information about Accounting in Europe: http://www.eaa-online.org/r/default.asp?iId=FGEKJL 
Information about Adam Smith Business School: https://www.gla.ac.uk/schools/business/ 
 
We are very looking forward to hosting the event and seeing you all – even virtually!  
Yannis Tsalavoutas (on behalf of the Organising Committee) 
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